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They couldn't kill that state of mind
So now they go for the access instead
And the more they go, the more they show
The pre-mature sex bomb's about to blow

We will split your ear drums like we split our hymens
As we disgorge that dogmatic taste of yours
Your birds and bees only breed twisted mutations
Get ready for the answers to all your prayers!

Ever struck you that suppressing the symptons
May happen to bring about the cause itself?
Sick of fancy dressed up messed up steroid supermen
Caught and lost in silicone dreams, after all I'm
Just a product of the voyeuristic exhibitionism

This desire can't be stifled away
At the most only take a different form
Not in conversed sports shoes from Hell
But the shape of a jerking Jack in the box

Voyeuristic-exhibitionistic prostituted minds
Blessed are the forthcoming test tube Gods!

Ever struck you the pills you made to cure this stir
Happen to bring about the cause itself?

Centerfolds and suicide
Happen to bring about the cause itself!
Sick of fancy dressed up messed up steroid supermen
Caught and lost in silicone dreams, after all I'm just a
product

Blessed are the forthcoming test tube Gods!

I couldn't feel what I feel
I couldn't think the things you drive me to
You drove me to it so let me do it

Centerfolds and suicide
Happen to bring about the cause itself!
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Ever struck you that suppressing the symptons
May happen to bring about the cause itself?
Sycophancy dressed as messed up steroid supermen
Lost in silicone dreams, after all I'm
Just a product of the voyeuristic exhibitionism
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